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edward s. hoar revealed by ray angelo - learn that hoar was near-sighted and smoked a pipe. in june 1858
emerson proposed to james russell lowell that edward hoar become a member of a party tha t was to visit the
adiron dacks--asuggestion based on hoar's abilities as a naturalist and botanist.2 eme rson expressed the fear
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nathaniel hawthorne washington irving henry longfellow walt whitman the humanities - stanford university
- neer edward berwick, titled “james russell lowell.” several months later, this talk was published in full in
paciﬁc rural press. the following are several excerpts of mr. ber-wick’s extended lecture: i can give you no
more concise epitome of the career of j. r. lowell than that furnished by your motto, "for god and home and
native land." research guide for longfellow house bulletins - research guide to longfellow house bulletins
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anthology, drew kalasky (ed.), short story american literature , 2 edition lesson plan overview - 58 james
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(rom. 1:21) 59 oliver wendell ... (edward taylor, benjamin franklin, and emerson) thought and discussion:
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(1856-1943), and poet amy lowell (1874-1925). 1924 lowell family settles in boston after periods in washing
ton, d.c. and philadelphia. george william curtis papers a special collection in the ... - service reform,
with the exception of the 1892 eulogy for james russell lowell. the rest of box 5 is filled with proofread and
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